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SUMMARY 
One problem encountered in the  theory of turbomachines is  tha t  of 
calculating the  f l u i d  veloci ty components when the  inner and outer 
boundaries of the machine as well as the  shape of o r  forces -Imparted by 
the blade row are given. The present paper discusses t h i s  problem under 
the res t r ic t ions  tha t  the  f l u i d  i s  inviscid and incompressible and tha t  
the blade rows consist of an i n f i n i t e  number of in f in i t e ly  thin blades 
so tha t  axial ly symmetric flow is  assumed. 
It is  shown, i n  general, t ha t  the  velocity components i n  a plane 
through the turbomachine axis may be expressed i n  terms of the angular 
momentum and the leading-edge blade force normal t o  the stream surfaces. 
The re la t ion  i s  a nonlinear d i f f e ren t i a l  equation t o  which analytic solu- 
t ions may be obtained conveniently only a f t e r  the introduction of l inea- 
r iz ing assumptions. A quite accurate l inearizat ion i s  effected through 
assuming an approximate shape of the stream surfaces i n  cer tain nonlinear 
terms. 
The complete l inearized solution f o r  the  axial turbomachine i s  
given in such form tha t  blade loading, blade shape, dis tr ibut ion of 
angular momentum, o r  dis tr ibut ion of t o t a l  head may be prescribed. Cal- 
culations f o r  single blade rows of aspect r a t i o  2 and 2/3 are given f o r  
a radius r a t i o  of 0.6. They indicate tha t  the process of formation of 
the axia l  velocity prof i le  may extend both upstream and downstream of 
a high-aspect-ratio blade row, while f o r  low aspect r a t ios  the  major 
portion of the three-dimensional flow occurs within the  blade ruw i t s e l f .  
When the through-flow velocity varies  great ly from i t s  mean value, the  
simple l inearized solution does not describe the  flow process adequately 
and a more accurate solution applicable t o  such conditions i s  suggested. 
The structure of the f i rs t -order  l inearized solution f o r  the  axia l  
turbomachine suggested a further  approximation employing a minimizing 
operation. The s k p l i c i t y  of t h i s  solution permits the  discussion of 
three interest ing problems: Mutual interference of neighboring blade 
rows in a multistage axia l  turbomachine, solution f o r  a single blade 
row of given blade shape, and the solution f o r  this blade row operating 
a t  a condition different  from the  design condition. 
It is  found that  the 'interference of adjacent blade rows in the 
multistage turbomachine may be neglected when the ratio of blade length 
t o  the distance between centers of successive blade rows i s  1.0 or  less. 
For values of this ra t io  in excess of 3.0, the interference may be an I, 
important influence. The solution fo r  the single blade row indicated 
that,  fo r  the blade shape considered, the distortion of the axial 
velocity profile caused by off-design operation i s  appreciably less for  
low- than for  high-aspect-ratio blades. 
To obtain some results  fo r  a mixed-flow turbomachine comparable 
with those for  the axial i5urbomachine as well as t o  indicate the essen- 
tial versa t i l i ty  of the method of linearizing the general equations, 
completely anaogous theoretical treatment is  given for  a turbomachine 
whose inner and outer w a l l s  are concentric cones with common apex and 
whose flow i s  that  of a three-dimensional source or s W .  A particular 
example fo r  a single rotating blade row i s  discussed where the angular 
momentum is prescribed similarly t o  that used.Tn the examples fo r  the 
axial turbomachine. 
E a r l y  investigations of the flow through turbomachines were con- 
cerned p r h a r i l y  with the f l m  through a typical annulus of small radial 
extent and hence treated the flow as essentially two-dimensional. The 
work of Betz (reference l), Weinig (reference 2), and Keller (refer- 
ence 3) employs this approach and i s  of particular importance inasmuch 
as it emphasizes the aerodynamic concepts of the blade-airfoil sections 
and a i r fo i l  cascades in contrast with the older but s t i l l  useful point 
of view which regards the space between two blades as a sort  of channel 
and t rea t s  the flow accordingly. Out of the aerodynamic approach grew I> 
the present extensive theoretical l i tera ture  on arbitrary a i r fo i l  grids 
or cascades characterized by the work of Kawada (reference 4), Pistolesi 
(reference 5 ) ,  Garrick (reference 6) , and Lighthill (reference 7) . 
These concepts have also exerted considerable influence on the experi- 
mental investigation of turbomachines, fo r  much of the useful experi- 
mental information has appeared as results  of t es t s  on -oil cascades 
such as those of Christiani (reference 8), Shhoyama (reference g), and 
Bogdonoff (reference 10). 
This "annulus" theory of turbomachines assumes negligible inter- 
ference between the flow in adjacent and neighboring annular regions. 
Such conditions me  ful f i l led  rigorously only in the so-called vortex 
turbomachine, in which the tangential velocity distribution i s  every- . 
where that of a potential vortex. The behavior of a blade operating 
. 
in or impart ing t h i s  type of flow has certain properties in common with 
the rect i l inear flow past a uniform infini te  wing in that  no t ra i l ing 
vortices are shed in either case, the flow downstream of the a i r foi ls  
being irrotational. The flow in th i s  variety of turbomachine is 
restr icted t o  one of constant stagnation enthalpy i n  any plane normal 
t o  the axis of revolution a@ t o  the particular distribution of tan- 
gential velocity. This is a rather severe limitation and more general 
distributions of both enthalpy and tangential velocity seem very 
desirable. 
Complications in the more general treatment arise, however, because 
a variation of stagnation enthalpy i n  the radial  direction or a varia- 
t ion of the tangential velocity from 'that of ti potential vortex usually 
implies a variation of the axial velocity. Consequently, although it 
seems reasonable that  the results of the cascade theory and experiment 
are nearly valid fo r  t h i s  case, there i s  a question as t o  the free-stream 
flow in which the cascade should be situated so as t o  correspond with the 
local conditions it experiences w i t h i n  the actual turbomachine. The 
estimate of the effective free-stream flow consists largely in estimating 
the local distribution of axial velocity. A need for  t h i s  estimate was 
recognized by workers i n  the f i e ld  and treated analytically by several, 
among whom were Traupel (reference ll), Rannie (in unpublished reports), 
Eckert and Korbacher (reference 12), and Sinnette (reference 13). 
In these investigations the distribution of axial velocity i s  
approximated by assuming axial symmetry ( that .  is, an actuator disk 
theory where the flow is generated by an infini te  number of blades of 
either negligible or f i n i t e  chord) and neglecting the effects of radial 
acceleration of the fluid, Then the centrifugal force w i t h i n  the 
rotating f lu id  body is balanced by only the radial pressure gradient. 
The flow calculated in this manner is  in rea l i ty  that  which exists  f a r  
downstream of the blade row where radial  velocities and accelerations 
have vanished. Unfortunately t h i s  analysis does not provide informa- 
t ion on how rapidly the change in velocity pattern takes place as the 
f lu id  passes the blade row. It is clear that  a portion of the change 
of axial velocity takes place before the blade row is encountered in 
a manner similar t o  the change in axial velocity which takes place ahead 
of the disk of a f ree  propeller ('reference 14). The velocities involved 
are those induced by either the bound or t ra i l ing  vortex system. T h i s  
vortex system w a s  discussed by Ruden (reference 15), but he carried out 
no detailed calculations based on his vortex picture. 
The f i r s t  detailed analysis of the three-dimensional flow in turbo- 
machines w a s  given by Meyer (reference 16) in his consideration of the 
flow through a stationary blade row. Meyer gives the solution for  
the blade row which sheds no t ra i l ing  vort ici ty although the flow may 
be rotational and of a complicated nature within the blade row. The 
modification caused by a f i n i t e  number of blades is also treated. The 
method used by Meyer depends upon the fact  that  the problem may 
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be linearized within the blade row. A method fo r  t rea t ing  the problem 
where neither blade shape nor boundary contour i s  prescribed in advance 
has been discussed by Dr.  H. Reissner (reference 17). 
C 
To allow a t  l eas t  an approximate treatment of the general blade 
row with prescribed wall geometry, a l inearized analysis of the problem 
was proposed (reference 19) where the t r a i l i n g  vor t ic i ty  i s  supposedly 
transported by the mean axia l  velocity, and the blade row is  made up of 
an i n f i n i t e  number of blades of f i n i t e  chord. In a sense, this inves- 
t iga t ion  was complementary t o  tha t  of Meyer. The analysis f o r  the 
inverse problem, i n  which the blade forces are  prescribed, was carr ied 
out in d e t a i l  and was found t o  allow a reasonably simple general 
solution. 
The re su l t s  indicated that f o r  blades of large aspect r a t i o  the 
r a t e  of formation of the  velocity prof i le  could be of importance in the 
three-dimensional flow process and in the  blade design. Consequently, 
it seemed desirable t o  extend the  analysis t o  fur ther  problems where 
physically important r e su l t s  could be obtained even under the  severe 
l imitations of in f in i t e  blade number, inviscid f lu id ,  and so forth.  
Such problems include the  direct  problem, off -design operation, and 
interference in a multiple-blade-row machine. The work which has been 
done toward this end is described in the  present paper. 
The original  analysis of the  l inearized theory was  presented i n  a 
somewhat inconvenient manner f o r  the  purpose of allowing physical inter- 
pretation of some of the  mathematical steps. For the  sake of complete- 
ness i n  the present work, the analy-sis of the  i w e r s e  problem is pre- 
sented, but in a more concise form - one which also allows a direct  
extension t o  a linearized version of the  direct  problem. That such an 
extension should be possible is  almost self-evident. For, if a solu- 
t i o n  exis t s  f o r  the  case where the  force components are prescribed, it 
is no great modification t o  give the  solution when the  components of 
the  blade normal, proportional t o  the  force components, are prescribed. 
The normal t o  the  blade has a condition t o  be sa t i s f i ed  which i s  related 
t o  the  f a c t  tha t  the  elements of the  blade mt fit together so as t o  
form a continuous surface. This r e s t r i c t s  somewhat the  independence of 
chooslng the  dis tr ibut ion of the  blade normal and it has been pointed 
out by Bauersfeld (reference 19) tha t  t h i s  same res t r i c t ion  also limits 
the  choice of the  force distribution. 
The computation involved in finding the  three-dimensional flow i n  
any part icular  case is  rather  lengthy and not of a part icular ly simple 
nature because of the  Bessel functions introduced by the  cylindrical 
boundary. Using the  Green's function formulation f o r  the  solution, 
it becomes a rather  simple matter t o  s e t  up a numerical-integration 
method suitable f o r  use on a punch-card machine. The numerical inte- 
grations were carried out by M r .  W i l l i a m  Chaplin of the  Southern 
California Cooperative Wind Tunnel and M r .  Thomas Vrebalovich of the  
Ten-Foot Wind Tunnel a t  the California Ins t i tu t e  of Technology. Using 
t h i s  method, examples have been computed f o r  blades of both high and 
low aspect rat io .  Clearly the  accuracy of such a linearized process 
i s  always open t o  question because there exis t s  no general manner of 
making a positive estimate of the  error  involved in the  approximations, 
Fortunately, however, Bragg and Hawthorne (reference 20) have recently 
discussed a problem which m a y  be employed t o  give a check i n  one par- 
t i c u l a r  case. The problem solved by these authors is  t h a t  of calculating 
the veloci ty induced by a d i s t r i b h i o n  of vor t i c i ty  which s a t i s f i e s  the  
equations of motion and is therefore an exact solution f o r  some partic- 
ular blade loading, It seems appropriate t o  find, a posteriori ,  the  
angular momentum distr ibut ion corresponding t o  this solution and then 
t o  solve the  corresponding l inear  problem. The resul t s  would constitute 
a d i rec t  check on the  accuracy of the  l inearized solution in one par- 
t i cu la r  case. This analysis i s  not carr ied out here. 
The flow calculated by the l inearized approximation has, however, 
a curious character is t ic  which renders it inadequate f o r  a part icular  
but rather  important problem. This d i f f i cu l ty  appears when one solves 
the direct  problem and notes that the  interaction between the  blade 
row and the  f l u i d  i s  not modified by changes in the  axia l  velocity pro- 
f i l e  f a r  upstream of the  blade row. This is, of course, the  d i rec t  
resul t  of the  assumption tha t  all variations in the  axia l  velocity are  
small. However, problems a r i se  i n  multistage turbomachines where the  
axia l  velocity variations may become appreciable and hence the  l inearized 
solution omits the  fac tor  of primary inrportance: The ef fec t  of con- 
tinual variat ion of axial velocity upon the  response of the  flow t o  a 
given blade row. To cope with this d i f f icu l ty ,  a solution is  worked 
out which includes the  f i rs t -order  variat ion of the  axia l  velocity and 
allows treatment of the  abwe problem. I n  sp i t e  of the  increased com- 
plexi ty of the  calculation, it is s t i l l  possible t o  employ the  same 
general numerical method used in the  simpler approximations. 
Although the  mathematical content of the  l inearized solution is 
simple, the amount of labor involved in achieving the  solution t o  even 
a s h p l e  problem is  somewhat forbidding. Furthermore, the  resul t s  
appear e i ther  as a rather  complicated ekpression o r  in the form of 
tables  and curves, neither of which allows much further  analysis, Con- 
sequently, it w a s  attempted t o  f ind a solution which, although s t i l l  
l e s s  exact, possessed a simple closed form in terms of elementary func- 
t ions.  The exponential approximat ion, introduced i n  reference 18, 
appeared t o  compare most favorably with the  detailed resul t s  of the  
l inearized solution. Its extreme simplicity makes it most useful and 
i n  the present paper i ts  application is extended t o  multistage axial 
turbomachines, t o  the direct problem, and t o  off-design operation. The 
results indicate it t o  be particularly well-suited t o  the study of 
mutual interference of neighboring blade rows. 
It i s  recalled that  the general philosophy on which the linearized 
solution was based was simply that  the vor t ic i ty  could be considered 
t o  be transported with the mean flow and not by the perturbation veloc- 
i t ies ;  that  is, disturbances in the radial and axial velocity are small 
in comparison with the mean axial velocity. There i s  clearly nothing 
singular about the application of this principle t o  axial  flow and 
in particular it i s  possible t o  use it i n  the study of the so-called 
mixed-flow turbomachine. The solution has been obtained for  a turbo- 
machine whose walls consist of t w o  coaxial cones and whose mean flow 
is that  of a source or  sink. The linearized solution is developed in 
analogy with that  previously undertaken for  the axial turbomachine. 
The mixed-flow problem introduces only the additional complication that  
the tangential vort ici ty component, which produces the variation in the 
through-flow velocity, varies as it is  transported downstream because 
of i ts  continual change of radius. 
The approximations which are made in the following work render the 
methods inappropriate for  the treatment of some very important turbo- 
machine problems. It is  clear that  a t  some point the effects of vis- 
cosity must become of considerable influence in multistage machines. 
The importance of t h i 6  phenomenon was recognized by Weske (reference 21) 
and has been observed by Rannie and his coworkers (reference 22). It 
appeared from Ramie's investigations on a three-stage axial compressor 
that the f ine detai ls  of 'the axial velocity profile could be obscured 
by w a l l  boundary layer and blade wakes. Hence it seems l ikely that  
more rea l i s t i c  considerations of some multistage turbomachine problems 
should account a t  once for  viscosity effects. However, it is equally 
clear, therefore, that  the large class of problems which may logically 
be treated under the assumptions of perfect f lu id  and inf in i te  blade 
number need be carried only t o  an accuracy necessary t o  investigate the 
phenomenon and t o  explore i ts magnitude. 
The work described in this report was carried ou% under the spon- 
sorship and with the financial assistance of the National Advisory 
Committee fo r  Aeronautics. 
SYMBOLS 
cylindrical coordinates 
velocity in direction r 
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velocity in direct ion 8 
veloci ty  in direct ion z 
vo r t i c i ty  in direct ion r 
vor t i c i ty  in direct ion 8 
vor t i c i ty  in direct ion z 
blade force impacted i n  direct ion r 
blade force impacted i n  direct ion 8 
blade force impacted i n  direct ion z 
component of blade surface normal in direct ion r 
component of blade surface normal in direct ion 8 
component of blade surface normal in direct ion z 
variable of integration corresponding t o  variable r 
variable of integration corresponding t o  variable z 
Bessel function of f i r s t  kind and order zero 
Bessel function of second kind and order zero 
Bessel function of f i r s t  kind and order one 
Bessel function of second kind and order one 
l ine= combination of Bessel function of order zero 
(~o(e  nr) y l ( ~ n r 1 )  - JI( e n d  yo( ~ n r ) )  
l inear  combination of Bessel function of order one 
'1 ( ~ n r )  ~1 (~n.1) - ~1 (E n r l ) ~ l ( ~  nr)) 
character is t ic  number f o r  Bessel function U1 
norm of Bessel function U l  
kernels arising in integral expression for  stream 
function in cylindrical coordinates 
f lu id  s t a t i c  pressure 
f lu id  t o t a l  pressure 
f lu id  density 
f lu id  t o t a l  head ( P / ~ )  
angular velocity of blade row 
stream function in cylindrical coordinate system 
velocity in meridional plane, cylindrical coordinates 
distance measured along stream surfaces in meridional 
plane 
spherical polar coordinates 
velocity in radial direction R 
longitudinal velocity (about polar axis) in  
direction 8 
azimuthal velocity ( away from polar axes) in 
direction # 
vort ic i ty  component in direction of R 
vort ici ty component in direction of 8 
vort ici ty component in direction of (3 
cos (T, 
blade force in direction of (3 
associated Legendre function of f i r s t  kind, 
degree n i  
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associated Legendre function of second kind, 
d e p e e  n i  
l inear  combination of associated Legendre functions 
dimensionless form of $ 
character is t ic  numbers f o r  Hni(p) 
norm of Legendre function Hni(~)  
kernel a r i s ing  in in tegra l  expression f o r  stream 
function in polar coordinates 
stream function in polar coordinates 
veloci ty  in meridional plane, polar coordinates 
r a t i o  of blade length t o  projection of actual  blade 
chord upon meridional plane 
projection of actual  blade chord upon meridional plane 
referred t o  as '%lade chord" 
distance from leading edge of one blade row t o  
leading edge of following blade row 
distance from center of blade loading t o  t r a i l i n g  
edge 
blade spacing r a t i o  P d rl) 
N number of blade rows in a multistage turbomachine 
a,a1,82,hr constants 
fl angle between blade-row t r a i l i n g  edge and plane normal 
t o  turbomachine axis 
I( P,S> impulse function which has value uni ty in region 
B - 6/2, B + 6/2 and vanishes elsewhere 
Subscripts: 
k blade row number in axial-flow turbomachine 
s along stream surface in meridional plane 
$ normal t o  stream surfaces 
o zeroth approximation 
1 turbomachine blade root 
2 turbomachine blade t i p  
component in radial  direction (cylindrical 
coordinates) 
component about axis of symmetry (cylindrical 
coordinates) 
z component along axis (cylindrical coordinates) 
(9 component in direction (9 
T components of the t ra i l ing  edge of blade row 
Superscripts: 
(1) uniform flow in absence of blade rows 
(2) deviations From uniform based on simple radial 
equilibrium 
(3)  deviation of f l o w  caused by f i n i t e  radial acceleration 
conditions fo r  which blade row in question was 
designed 
Mathematical symbols: 
jump across a discontinuity of value of quantity 
included in bracket 
sgn( algebraic sign of quantity included in parentheses 
RZ( 1 rea l  part of quantity included in parentheses 
modulus or absolute value of quantity 
mean value 
DESCRIPTION OF FLOW THROUGH A TURBOMA- 
The problem of three-dimensional flow through a turbomachine w i l l  
be studied by idealizing the problem t o  one involving the flaw of a 
perfect f lu id  between two infinite concentric surfaces of revolution. 
For simplicity these surfaces may be visualized as circular cylinders 
as indicated in figure 1, although the treatment is general. It is 
convenient t o  employ a system of cylindrical coordinates r, 8,  
and z, and t o  denote the velocity components in each of the coordinate 
directions as u, v, and w, respectively. In the following analysis 
it w i l l  be assumed that  the flow is axially symmetric, and consequently 
a l l  par t ia l  derivatives with respect t o  the angular variable 8 w i l l  
vanish. This is physically equivalent t o  assuming that  the flow pre- 
scribed f a r  upstream of any blade row i s  axially symmetric and that  the 
blade rows are made up of an inf in i te  number of similar i n f in i t e ly th in  
blades. As a consequence of axial symmetry, the vort ici ty components 
may be written in the form 
Now it is well-known (reference 24) that  a knowledge of the vor- 
t i c i t y  distribution and appropriate boundary conditions is equivalent t o  
a ImowleCIge of the velocity distribution. A s  in the case of the f m t e  
wing, it i s  advantageous t o  work with the vort ici ty components because 
of the simple conservation properties they possess and t o  calculate the 
complete velocity f i e ld  from the velocity f ie lds  associated with the 
individual vort ici ty components. From the assumption of axial symmetry, 
it i s  clear (f ig.  2) that  only tangential velocity i s  induced by the 
radial and axial vor t ic i ty  components while both radial  and axial 
velocities are associated with the tangential component of vorticity. 
This relationship is  clarif ied by the introduction of a stream function. 
Because of &al symmetry, the contFnuity equation is simply 
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and i s  ident ical ly sa t i s f ied  by choosing the stream function $(r,z) 
1 a$ 1" and v = - - -  with the  properties u = - - . As a consequence, the  
r r ar 
flow may be described kinematically by the  stream function $ and the  
tangential  velocity component v. The tangential  vo r t i c i ty  i s  therefore 
expressed in terms of the  stream function 
When the  dis tr ibut ion of tangential  vo r t i c i ty  i s  known together with 
the appropriate boundary conditions, the  stream function may be found 
through solution of the  p a r t i a l  d i f f e ren t i a l  equation (3 ) .  
As yet only the  kinematics of the  flow have been considered, and 
it is obvious tha t  the  dis tr ibut ion of the tangential  vo r t i c i ty  may 
not be prescribed a rb i t r a r i ly  but rather  only under the dynamical 
rea t r ic t ions  imposed by the  equatiom of motion. If the t o t a l  head, 
the  equivalent of t o t a l  enthalpy f o r  an incompressible f lu id ,  i s  denoted 
- - 
P p u * + $ + w 2  in the  conventional fashion H a - z - + where p is the  
P P 2 
l oca l  f l u i d  pressure, the  N e r i a n  equation may be written, taking 
account of the  axia l  symmetry, in the form 
The force components exerted by the  blade row are denoted Fr, FQ, 
and Fz- 
In the following analysis it w i l l  be convenient t o  express deriva- 
t ives  along and normal t o  the stream surfaces $ = Constant in terms 
of the  usual derivatives in the axia l  and rad ia l  directions. If s 
denotes the  distance along a given stream surface (f ig .  3) measured 
from an arbi t rary point and Vs the  meridional velocity along a given 
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stream surface, then these directional derivatives are most conveniently 
expressed 
and 
Multiplying the f i r s t  equation of motion (equation (4)) by u and the 
th i rd  equation of motion (equation (6))  by w, adding the results,  and 
taking account of the transformation equation (7), it follows that  
Further simplifying the right side of t h i s  relation by use of the second 
equation of motion (equation ( 5 )  ) , the change of t o t a l  head along the 
stream surf aces becomes 
Therefore the t o t a l  head remains constant along stream surfaces when 
the force system vanishes &is it does, fo r  example, outside of blade 
rows. The force system Fr, Fg, or FZ, however, is not completely 
arbitrary but i s  restr icted to 'be  one that  can be imparted by a se t  of 
solid surfaces in an ideal fluid. Because of the vanishing shearing 
stress, the force exerted on the f lu id  by a surface must be normal t o  
the surface; that  i s ,  it must be caused by a pressure difference. How- 
ever, the f lu id  velocity relat ive t o  the blade is paral lel  t o  the blade 
a t  the surface (fig. 4) and consequently is  normal t o  the force exerted 
by the blade. The kinematic condition on the force vector Fr, Fg, 
or Fz i s  then that  it be normal t o  the relative velocity past the 
blade. For the turbomachine problem, the only possible motion of the 
blade row is a rotation about the axis of symmetry so that  the velocity 
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components r e l a t ive  t o  a blade row rotat ing with an angular velocity cu 
are u, v - a, and w. The condition tha t  the force be normal t o  the  
re la t ive  velocity is  simply 
and consequentlythe three force components are not independent. Then 
'it i s  clear  from equations ( 9 )  and (10) tha t  
Now, more precisely, it appears tha t  the  t o t a l  head is invariant along 
stream surfaces when e i ther  the  tangential  force component o r  the 
angular velocity of the  blade row vanishes. 
The t o t a l  head is not the  only quantity with such invariant prop- 
e r t i e s ,  f o r  the  second equation of motion may be written 
The term vr i s  equivalent t o  the  loca l  moment of momentum by v i r tue  
of the  axia l  symmetry, It follows from equation (12) tha t  the moment 
of,momentum about the symmetry axis is  also invariant along stream 
surfaces outside of any blade row and within the  blade row changes at 
a r a t e  proportional t o  the  moment of. the  tangential  blade force. 
By comparison of equations (ll) and (12), it is seen tha t  
aH d 
- = -  (m), and therefore the t o t a l  head can d i f f e r  from the term 
as as 
wrv by, at most, a quantity depending ilpon the stream function alone. 
Hence it is  possible t o  write H = m + I?($) although it i s  more con- 
venient t o  write this in the  form 
where ~ ~ ( $ 1  and (rv)k are the values of the t o t a l  head and angular 
momentum in the region between the kth and ( k  - 1 ) t h  blade rows (f ig.  5 )  
and equation (13) is  then valid between the (k - 1 ) t h  and ( k  + 1 ) t h  
blade rows. 
The problem s t i l l  a t  hand, however, is t o  express the tangential 
vort ici ty q in terms of dynamical variables by means of the equations 
of motion (4)  t o  ( 6 ; .  Some promess in t h i s  direction m a y  be made by 
computing the variation of t o t a l  head normal t o  the stream surfaces 
according t o  equation (8).  Then, u t i l iz ing the equations of motion, 
However 
where F'* is the force component normal t o  the stream surfaces and 
V u 2  + is  the t o t a l  velocity component along the stream surface 
i n  the meridional plane. The tangential vort ici ty may then be expressed 
in the form 
of which Bragg and Hawthorne (reference 20) have given the special case 
which is valid outside the blade row, Equation (15) is equivalent t o  
the expression obtained for  the tangential vor t ic i ty  in reference 18, 
for  if the t o t a l  head be written in terms of the angular momentum 
which upon linearization reduces t o  the form previously given. 
In addition t o  equation ( l o ) ,  there ex i s t s  another condition among 
the blade forces which a r i ses  from the f ac t  tha t  these forces must be 
produced by a ser ies  of continuous blade surfaces. The forces must be 
normal t o  the blade surface as  well a s  t o  the  stream surfaces and an 
additional l imitat ion is  thereby imposed on the prescribed force system. 
If p(r,e, z )  is a function which i s  constant along the blade surface 
and such t h a t  lgrad = 1, the  unXt n o w 1  -t;o the surface i s  given 
by grad p. Therefore i f  ~ ( r ,  z) i s  the blade loading or  magnitude of 
the blade force, the  blade force vector may be written 
from which it follows tha t  
Fapressed in terms of derivatives along and normal t o  the stream surfaces, 
this condition i s  
where, u t i l i z ing  equation (10) t o  express the  r ight  side of t h i s  relation, 
It now appears tha t  the  force component Fa i s  not independent of the 
angular momentum vr. In fac t ,  upon integration along a streamline and 
subst i tut ing f o r  Fe from equation (12), 
The integration with respect t o  s begins a t  the leading edge of the 
blade f o r  each stream surface and t h i s  i s  indicated by the lower l i m i t  so. (since the  origin of s is  undefined, it i s  conveniently taken a t  the 
blade leading edge in order tha t  so r 0.) The significance of the 
function A($) is  now clar if ied.  A t  the leading edge, the i n i t i a l  
value of the loading is given by 
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I f ,  in particulez, the blade leading edge is a radial  l ine, then FJ~  = 0 
and A ($) vanishes. The function A(*) is  indicative of the lea'ding- 
edge shape. 
In i t s  general form, the di f ferent ia l - in tepal  equation for the 
stream function may be written 
where 
Because of the manner in which the stream function enters on the 
right side of equation (20), the problem is usually nonlinear. Singular 
cases where it becomes linear with no approximation have been discussed 
in  reference 20. The boundary conditions fo r  the equation are given 
values of the stream function dr on the inner and outer surfaces and 
complete information on the stream function f a r  ahead of the blade row. 
In general, very l i t t l e  information m a y  be prescribed f a r  downstream of 
the blade row except fo r  special geometry of the inner and outer boundlng 
surfaces. When the boundaries are cylindrical, f o r  examgle, the radial  
velocity vanishes both f a r  upstream and f a r  downstream of 
the blade row. To specify the problem completely it is necessary also 
t o  prescribe sufficient information t o  determine the l e f t  side of equa- 
t ion (20) as a function of r, z, and Jr. From the knowledge of flow 
conditions upstream, g($) is  fixed and the remaining information may 
be prescribed in several ways. The two general physical problems lead 
to: 
(1) Prescribing some combination of blade forces, t o t a l  head, and 
angular momentum distribution. These problems w i l l  be denoted the 
inverse problem; within the framework of linearized theory they are 
identical. 
(2) Prescribing the shape of the blade, This i s  known as the direct 
problem. 
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Because of the nonlinearity of the differential  equation (20), it 
is  d i f f i cu l t  t o  discuss whether or not a given boundary-value problem 
leads t o  a solution. Therefore the mathematical formulation of these 
problems wi l l  be deferred un t i l  the discussion of the linearized theory 
has been completed. 
L- PROEIJBI FOR AXIAL 'JURKMACliINE 
The nonlinearity which occurs on the right side of the fundamental 
differential  equation (20) i s  an expression of the physical fac t  that  
the angular momentum, the t o t a l  head, and consequently the tangential 
vor t ic i ty  component possess s h p l e  conservation properties (equa- 
tions (ll) and (12)) along stream surfaces - surfaces which are not 
known wt i l  the problem is  solved. The method of linearization which 
naturally suggests i t s e l f  is that  of substituting fo r  the stream func- 
t ion on the right side of equation (20) an approximate value given in 
terms of the independent variables r and z. Then equation (20) 
becomes a well-known inhomogeneous linear differential  equation. The 
substitution of an approximate stream function implies the physical 
approximation that the simple consenation relations hold, not along 
the ultimate stream surfaces but rather along a se t  of predetermined 
surfaces which from "physical intuition" promise t o  be reasonably close 
t o  the true stream surfaces. Thus, as in most approximate processes, 
physical judgnent plays an important role in determining the f i na l  
accuracy. For, if the approximation chosen fo r  the stream function 
happened t o  be the correct one, the resulting solution would be exact, 
and, as the approximate stream function differs  more ' from the true one, 
it i s  expected that the I-esult w i l l  d i f fer  -more from the exact solution. 
For the solutions of the axial turbomachine, it is reasonably accu- 
rate, particularly when the ra t io  of the inner t o  outer diameters is 
close t o  unity, t o  approximate the stream function as that  of the undis- 
turbed mean flow, 
where wo is  the average through-flow velocity. Then since dJI = -wor dr 
and the direction of the normal t o  the stream surfaces is radial, the 
right side of equation (20) simplifies t o  give 
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where 
and 
In accordance with this approximation, the t o t a l  head, moment of momentum, 
and tangent ial  vo r t i c i ty  remain constant along c i rcu lar  cylinders outside 
the blade rows and vary in a hown manner within the  blade rows. In the 
language of wing theory the  v o r t i c i t y  trailing From the  blade row is 
transported by the mean veloci ty  wo and not by i t s  own induced velocity. 
The linearized equation (22) i s  simply a l inear  second-order equa- 
t i o n  of the e l l i p t i c  type with an inhomogeneous term which depends upon 
the conditions prescribed on the  blades and f a r  upstream of the  blades. 
The inner and outer boundaries are  concentric cylinders of r a d i i  
rl 
and r2, respectively, on which the  stream function i s  constant. Fur- 
ther,  because of the  wall geometry, it is  clear  t h a t  the rdial veloci ty  
vanishes a t  z = im. rlThen the boundary conditions on the w a l l s  may be 
given as 
where lro is the mean axial velocity, while f a r  upstream and downstream 
of any blades 
The prescribed veloci ty  components f a r  upstream w(r,-m) and v(r,-) 
and a knowledge of angular momentum change across each of the  blade 
rows preceding the one under consideration determine the function gl(r) 
The manner i n  which the remaining terms of the right-hand side are 
determined depends upon whether the blade forces, the distributions of 
angular momentum or t o t a l  head, or the blade shapes are the given data 
of the problem. It i s  assumed that  the angular velocity cu i s  always 
given. Possible methods of prescribing sufficient data are: 
(1) Angular momentum and leading-edge load given as  functions 0.f r 
and z. With these data the right side of equation (22) i s  known and 
the mathematical problem is complete. 
(2) Total-head distribution and leading-edge load given as functions 
of r and z. I f  G($) E H ~ ( J ~ )  - ~ ( r v ) ~ ,  the relation between the 
t o t a l  head and angular momentun, equation (13)) may be introduced into 
equation (15) t o  give 
With the linearizing approximation, t h i s  gives 
Likewise the value of Fr i s  fixed according t o  equation (23) by pre- 
scription of the leading-edge force, the angular momentum being known 
in terms of the prescribed distribution of t o t a l  head. Therefore the 
right side is again ham and the mathematical problem i s  complete. 
(3) The distribution of blade loading given as a function of r 
and z. There is  a relation between the forces and the velocity com- 
ponents (equation (10)) which expresses the fact that  the force exerted 
by the blade is normal t o  the relat ive f luid velocity past the blade. 
In terms of the stream function t h i s  relation is 
which, t o  the present approximation of terms on the right side of equa- 
t ion  (22)) gives 
This indicates, as has already been observed (reference 18), that  within 
the linearized theory the axial and tangential forces cannot be pre- 
scribed independently. Furthermore, from the equation of equilibrium 
i n  the tangential direction, equation (12), it follows that 
so that  within the linearized approximationb Jr x qo and 
a w - ( v r )  = rFe 
o az 
Upon integration, the angular momentum may be expressed as a fknction 
of the tangential force component 
the point zk being that  a t  which the quantity G($,) is  determined. 
Mow that the ,angular momentum i s  known, the problem of prescribed blade 
forces is  reduced t o  that  of prescribed angular momentum and leading- 
edge force. 
Cases (l), (2), and (3) ,  the three most usual formulations of the 
inverse problem of turbomachines, are theref ore equivalent under the 
linearized theory. 
( 4) The direct problem: The blade normal I+, no, or nz pre- 
scribed as a function of r and z. The three components of the normal 
t o  a blade represented by a continuous surface must sa t is fy  the relation 
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Furthermore, since the blade normal is also paral lel  with the force 
vector Fry Fey or Fz, it follows that 
and 
Then, according t o  equation (s), %Inz W be written 
which establishes the angular momentum a i n  terms of the independent 
variables r and z. The value of the tangential force Fe follows 
direct ly from equation ( 3 0 )  so that Fr = is knm. Hence for  
a given distribution of blade normal the distribution of angular momentum 
and the radial  force may be found and the problem is in th i s  way reduced 
t o  that  of case (1). 
For the linearized direct problem, the right side of equation (22) 
becomes explici t ly 
Consequently, both the inverse and direct linearized problems for  axial 
turbomachines may be expressed mathematically as 
where f (r, z)  is  a known function in any particular problem. 
I 
Each of the formulations of the linearized direct and inverse 
problems for the axial turbomachine considered in the l a s t  section may 
be transformed t o  the mathematical problem given by equations ( 33). 
In the solution of t h i s  problem, it w i l l  be convenient t o  express the 
result as the sum of three stream functions 
Here $ (1) i s  the stream function associated with the through-flow 
velocity prescribed f a r  upstream of the blade rows and is independent 
of the influence of the blades. The functlon J2 ) ( r ,  z )  represents 
the disturbance caused by the blade rows calculated according t o  the 
simple radial  equilibrium theory as discussed i n  references 11 t o  13. 
The th i rd  stream function $(3) ( r ,  z )  represents the deviation from the 
simple equilibrium theory caused by the f i n i t e  radial  acceleration. 
The present analysis w i l l  be simplified by considering only a single 
stationary or rotating blade row of chord c with i t s  midpoint located 
in the plane z = 0. 
Far upstream of the blade row the tangential vor t ic i ty  qo(r)  i s  
(1) prescribed so that  according t o  equation (3) the stream function $ (r) 
i s  defined by the relation 
Integration of t h i s  equation together with the boundary conditions 
gives direct ly 
Now if the function q l ( r , z )  i s  defined by the relation 
The problem for  determining $' may be written 
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The homogeneous d i f f e ren t i a l  equation corresponding t o  equation (39) has 
solutions of the  form ul(enr) e f Gnz where u1(enr) i s  a l inea r  com- 
bination of Bessel functions of the  f i rs t  order: 
The boundary condition $' (rl, z) = 0 i s  therefore sa t i s f i ed  iden- 
t i c a l l y  and the character is t ic  numbers en are  determFned so as t o  
fulfill the  condition tt (r2,z) = 0 and consequently s a t i s f y  the 
transcendental equation 
If 1(p,6) i s  an impulse function which has the value uni ty in the  
6 6 in te rva l  p - - < z < p + (where 6 i s  very small) and vanishes 2 
elsewhere, the contribution of the  inhomogeneous term f ( r , z )  in an 
6 in te rva l  $ - - < z < p + 5 may be constructed from the  simple solu- 
2 2 
t ions  of the  homogeneous d i f f e ren t i a l  equations 
The nlnnbers vn are the  no- of the Bessel functiom u1(enr). 
where Uo = Jo (cnr)y1 (enrl) - Jl (cnr1)yo (cnr). The complete solution 
of the problem is s-imply the sum of solutions of the type i n  equa- 
tions (43), taken over a l l  values of 8, that  i s ,  
where 
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i s  the  Green's function of the  problem. To investigate the  nature of 
this solution l e t  f ( r ,  z )  vanish from z = - t o  z = p and l e t  
Cf(r, z g  p denote the  jump of the  function f ( r ,  z) a t  i ts  point of 
discontinuity z = p, Physically this corresponds t o  the i n f i n i t e l y  
t h i n  blade row or  actuator disk. The solution of this problem is 
formally given by equations (38) and (45). However, because of the  
par t icu lar ly  simple form of the function f ( r , z )  it i s  convenient t o  
simplify equation (45) by p a r t i a l  i n t epa t ion .  Inasmuch as f (r, z) 
i s  discontinuous, the  r e su l t  consists of two parts,  one ar i s ing  from 
the  jump [ f ( r , z n ~ ,  the  other from the  continuous part z > 8. There- 
fore  if the function ~ ( r , z ;  a,p) i s  employed t o  denote: 
the p a r t i a l  integration gives 
The function g(r,p) i s  found t o  be, by carrying out the  process 
indicated, 
Inasmuch as the function ~ ( r , z ;  a,$) vanishes f o r  large values of z, 
it is obvious t h a t  g(r,p) i s  the  value of r induced a t  z = a, 
by the jump Ji? f ( r , z )  a t  the  point z = p. The complete solution 
equivalent t o  equation (45) i s  simply the  sum of solutions corresponding 
t o  such jumps and i n  the  l i m i t  becomes, as the  jumps become small and 
f (a ,p)  becomes continuous and differentiable, 
This result may be obtained direct ly by par t i a l  in tepa t ion  of 
equation (45) . 
The function g(r,p) is  the increwnt of the stream function 
induced a t  z = 03 by the change in angular momentum a t  z = B. It is 
calculated most easi ly by not- that  far downstream of the blade row 
the stream function approaches a value which is independent of the 
distance z from the center l ine  of the blade row, and hence the term 
- vanishes. Furthermore, both because the angular momentum i s  con- 
az2 
served along circular cylinders and the radial force Fr vanishes out- 
side of the blade row, it is clear from equation (39) that  the increment 
of stream function sa t is f ies  the ordinary differential  equation 
where vr(r,p) represents the angular momentum a t  the axial location 
z = j3. Then the sum of such increments t o  any axial location z is ll B ( ~ J B )  
and is defined t o  be d 2 ) ( r , z )  where z enters merely as a param- 
eter.  This solution i s  a generalization of the simple equilibrium 
theory where the pressure gradient balances the centrifugal force in 
a l l  planes of the blade row. Clearly upon integration of equation (49) 
the function $r(2)(r,z) i s  a solution of the ordinary differential  
equation 
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together with the  boundary conditions 
The remaining portion of equation (48) describes the  variat ion of the  
l inearized solution from the  simple equilibrium solution and i s  given 
by 
where the last integral  accounts f o r  the contribution of any discon- 
t i n u i t i e s  i n  f ( r ,  z). Such discontinuities occur, f o r  example, in the 
direct  problem where, because of the shape of the blades a t  the  leadin@; 
edge, the angular momentum changes abruptly. The mathematical problem 
sa t i s f i ed  by 1(3)(r,z) i s  
The first in tegra l  in equation (52) i s  usually not convenient t o  
evaluate because the  influence function is expressed as an in f in i t e  
ser ies  which does not appear t o  be eas i ly  summable. However, a cer ta in  
simplification, a t  l e a s t  i n  numerical work, i s  afforded i f  it i s  noted 
t h a t  f o r  the  usual r a t i o s  of hub-to-tip diameter, the values of the char- 
n 
a c t e r i s t i c  numbers E, where cnrl% , are  suf f ic ien t ly  large so 
r 2  
- - 1  
r l  
t h a t  the  asymptotic values of the  Bessel functions, va l id  f o r  large 
argument, may  be used. The values are  (reference 24) 
s i n  E n r  - cos E n r  
JI ( ~ n r )  ": Jns,r' . 
and consequently the  character is t ic  functions are  
From this re su l t  it is clear  tha t  the character is t ic  numbers, solutions 
of u1(cnr2) = 0, are simply 
and consequently the norm i s  
and the Green's function is the  trigonometric se r i e s  
i sh -(rz ~3 sin n.(c I f:) e-nrrI&l ~ ( r J z ;  "JB) p nrr (58) 
1 
Using the  complex notation 
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the ser ies  (57) may be expressed more conveniently 
So long as 1 > 0 the  ser ies  m a y  be s-ed d i rec t ly  t o  give 
- -  'I= 1 - en' 
25r 
loge 
Since the modulus of the complex variable u never vanishes, the  Green's 
function has a logarithmic in f in i ty  at I hl = 0; tha t  is, a = r and 
z = B. 
When the information on head dis t r ibut ion,  angular momentum, blade 
forces, o r  blade shape i s  given f o r  an axial turbomachine i n  analytical 
form, there is  no d i f f i cu l ty  in finding expl ic i t  expressions f o r  
(1) $ (I) and $(2) ( r ,z ) .  However, the  in tegra l  of equation (52) f o r  
(3)  $ ( r ,z ) ,  the deviation of the  solutions f romthe  s b p l e  equilibrium 
solution, is  usually quite laborious t o  evaluate because even in elemen- 
t a r y  cases the  r e su l t  appears as an i n f i n i t e  ser ies  of Bessel's functions 
which m u s t  be summed t o  a reasonable accuracy. This method w a s  employed 
in computing the  r e su l t s  given in reference 18. But since such a con- 
siderable anlount of computation is required f o r  each example, it seems 
reasonable t o  take advantage of the  universal nature of the  Fnfluence 
function ~ ( r ,  z; a, f3) and perform the  integration of equation (52) by 
a numerical procedure. There is no d i f f i cu l ty  about any numerical 
integration inasmuch as the function K(r,z; a , ~ )  has only a simple 
discontinuity along the  l i n e  z = B. The antisymmetric nature of 
~ ( r ,  z; a, fl) is shown by the contour sketch of the function in figure 6. 
However, any manner of numerical evaluation requires the  tabulation of 
the f'unction ~ ( r , z ;  a,f3)> which in  turn necessitates calculation of 
the characteristic values en and the characteristic functions u ~ ( E ~ ~ ) .  
Furthermore, the edtire tabulation m u s t  be repeated f o r  each value of 
the hub-to-tip diameter ra t io  desired; in the present case only the 
value of rl/r2 = 0.6 w i l l  be treated. 
The first six values of E n r l  are tabulated i n  reference 24, but 
the i r  tabulation proved t o  be of insufficient accuracy for  the present 
work. Consequently, the first 10 root's of equation (41) w e r e  deter- 
mined by standard i terat ion methods f o r  rl/r2 = 0.6. The results,  
together with the asymptotic values (equation (56)),  are given in the 
following table: 
It i s  observed that  if the series t o  be calculated i s  rapidly cower- 
gent the asymptotic values of E, m a y  be employed f o r  n > 10 with 
sufficient accuracy. With the characteristic values known, the char- 













Watson (reference 25) and the British Association (reference 26) a t  
21 points i n  the range of 1 S - r/rl 5 - 1.666667. The values of these 












Finally, the sum of the f i rs t  10 terms of the series f o r  
~ ( r , z ;  a , ~ )  
was calculated (using punched-card methods) and the results  are presented 
i n  table 11. The influence function ~ ( r , z ;  a,f3) has symmetry properties 
which a l l o w  economy of both calculation and tabulation. F i r s t  the func- 
t ion depends on the absolute value l z  - f3I and consequently need be 
tabulated only fo r  the positive difference and not f o r  various values 
of z and f3 independently. Furthermore, the function i s  symmetric 












Hence it is not necessary t o  tabulate fo r  all combinations of r and a. 
z - B  In table II are given values of the function for  0.033333 5 5 1.30 
rl 
and 1.00 5 r/rl 1.666667 on each page for  a given value of 
1.00 5 a/rl < 1.666667. 
With t h i s  tabular material, the first integral in equation (52) may 
be evaluated by the elementary sum 
as was done in the present case, or by more nearly exact methods such 
as Simpson's parabolic rule or higher-order approximations. The calcu- 
lations presented in the following discussion were carried out using 
punched-card methods fo r  the double summation. The grid used i n  inte- 
gration, divided into elements by ri, zj, ap, and B,, is  shown in 
figure 7. 
As an example of the method just described, two problems have been 
carried out using values of the blade aspect ra t io  of 2 and 213 so that 
the results are i l lus t ra ted fo r  both high and l& aspect ratios. 
Although not in complete agreement with usual aeronautical usage, the 
aspect ra t io  will be used t o  denote the blade length divided by the 
axial projection of the blade upon the meridional plane. The following 
data are assumed: 
(1) Uniform flow of magnitude wo f a r  upstream; zero tangential 
velocity 
(2) The radial  component of the leading-edge blade force vanishes 
(3) The distribution of angular momentum i s ,  if c i s  the blade 
chord, 
and is shown schematically in f igure 8 
The basic stream function $(')(r) is eas i ly  calculated since the 
flow upstream is uniform and axial,  Then 
Furthermore, the  function f ( r , z )  follows d i rec t ly  from the  distribu- 
t i o n  of angular momentum: 
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(2) Then from integration of equation (50), the stream function $ ( r ,  z )  
may be written: 
For the evaluation of the stream function $ (3) by the numerical process a of equation (62), it is necess* t o  compute the values of - f ( r ,z)  . a z 
These axe 
- 
By evaluating this expression a t  the appropriate gr id points and sub- 
s t i t u t i n g  i n  the summation (62), the value of Jr (3) follows directly.  
Inasmuch as the functions Jr(l)(r) and Jr(2)(r,z) may be given 
analyt ical ly and t h e i r  sum $(l) + Jr(2) corresponds t o  the  standard 
simple equilibrium solution, the  principal in teres t  is the  deviation 
of the  l inearized solution from this simple solution which i s  Jr (3) 
i t s e l f .  Consequently the dis tr ibut ion of Jr (3) and part icular ly the 
1 w(3) values of the  axia l  velocity variations which are equal t o  - - 
r ar 
have been calculated f o r  blade aspect r a t ios  r2 - r1 of 2.0 and 2/3 
rl and f o r  - = 4. The change of ax ia l  velocity according t o  the  simple 
Woa 
equilibrium theory is  shown i n  f i g u e  9 while the variat ion of the axia l  
velocity from tha t  dis tr ibut ion given by the  equilibrium theory is shown 
graphically i n  figures 10 and 11 f o r  the  high and low aspect-ratio 
values, respectively. It is assumed tha t  the t o t a l  work done by both 
blade rows is  the same and as a consequence the blade row of lower aspect 
r a t i o  is  l e s s  heavily loaded. 
The variation of the l inearized axia l  velocity dis tr ibut ion from 
tha t  given by the  r ad ia l  equilibrium theory is appreciable f o r  the blade 
of large aspect r a t i o  as was  discussed in connection with the  original  
calculations of this case in reference 18. The deviation is most 
serious near the leading and t r a i l i n g  edges of the blade row where it 
reaches a p p r o x h t e l y  one-quarter of the t o t a l  variat ion of the axia l  
- velocity. However, f o r  the blade of low aspect rat io ,  these variations 
are reduced t o  l e s s  than half those values f o r  the blade of large aspect 
ra t io ,  t ha t  is,  t o  a negligible amount so far as the prac t ica l  problems 
are concerned, 
MORF: ACCURATE L J N U R I Z A T I O N  OF THE PROBLEM 
The solution of the  simple lineari'zed turbomachine problem i s  quite 
adequate for  many problems, but tha t  it is inadequate in providing some 
part icular  r e su l t s  m a y  be i l lu s t r a t ed  by an example. Consider an axia l  
turbomachine with a single blade row where the blade shape is given. 
By howing the normals t o  the imaginary blade surface, it is  possible 
t o  compute, in f i r s t  approximation, the value of the r ight  side of 
equation (22) according t o  equation ( 32). When boundary conditions 
(equations (33))  are given, the  problem may be solved completely. The 
f i r s t  term of the right-hand side of equation (32) represents the vor- 
t i c i t y  generated by the interaction of the  flow with the  prescribed blade 
row while the  second term Ggl(r) represents the tangential  vo r t i c i ty  
dis tr ibut ion transported from upstream of the blade row. If the  d i s t r i -  
bution of the  axial velocity f a r  upstream were changed although i t s  mean 
value wo remained constant, one would expect the solution t o  be 
changed physically f o r  two reasons. F i r s t ,  the flow w i l l  be changed 
d i rec t ly  by this variat ion of i n i t i a l  condition because the vor t i c i ty  
transported in to  the  f i e l d  i s  changed. Second, the  flow w i l l  be changed 
because the interaction between the modified approaching flow and the  
fixed blade surface will d i f fe r  from the  interaction between the original  
flow and the  blade row. However, it is noted tha t  the expression repre- 
senting the tangential  vo r t i c i ty  generated by the  blade action, the  
f i r s t  terms on the  r ight  side of equation (32), i s  unchanged by modi- 
f ica t ion  of the  initial axia l  velocity distribution. This e f fec t  is  
clear ly a re su l t  of the form chosen f o r  the  approximating stream func- 
t i o n  when the l inearizat ion f o r  the  direct  problem w a s  carried out; the 
wor2 does not account f o r  any dependence on stream function - - 2 
upstream or  loca l  flow conditions. A similar inaccuracy i s  also present 
in the  l inearized solution f o r  the  various formulations of the inverse 
problem. 
In order t o  t r e a t  these problems adequately, a sharper l ineariza- 
t ion  of the  fundamental d i f f e ren t i a l  equation (equation ( a),) must be 
constructed. Particularly, it is necessary t o  approximate the  terms 
+ -  * more accurately. Again, it w i l l  be assumed tha t  
the stream surfaces are pract ical ly circular  cylinders so tha t  
Fq --+ Fr. However, instead of assuming the approximating stream func- 
t i o n  t o  be tha t  of the  mean flow, it w i l l  be chosen t o  be the stream 
function corresponding t o  the  t r u e  axia l  velocity, Then the variation 
of the  stream function i s  approximately 
and the  velocity Vs is  approximately w. The vorticity-generation 
term may be written as 
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where w is  the loca l  ax ia l  velocity and is unknown. But in the  d i rec t  
problem the  components of the normal t o  the  blade , ne, and n, are  
known, and, since t h i s  vector is  also normal t o  the  re la t ive  f l u i d  
velocity, it follows as before tha t  
In axia l  turbomachines it i s  usual t ha t  nr is a s m a l l  quantity in 
comparison with ne and n,, and the  r ad ia l  velocity u is  inevitably 
s m a l l  in comparison with the  axia l  velocity w. Then t o  a very good 
approximat ion 
which is  precisely the  f i r s t  fac tor  in the  expression of equation (69). 
Similarly it is convenient t o  write 
From the  condition tha t  the  vectors , ne, and n, and Fr, Fe, 
and Fz are paral lel ,  it follows tha t  
and because of the  small magnitude of Fr it seems jus t i f iab le  t o  write, 
as before 
The more nearly exact approximation t o  the expression given by equa- 
t ion (69) i s  therefore 
The first term in brackets of t h i s  expression i s  identical t o  the one 
used i n  the former approximation while the second term nz a $($-4 
i s  the correction for  the variation of axial velocity from uniform while 
- 
passing through the blade row. 
By writing the stream function as i ( r , z )  = t ( l ) ( r , z )  + t1 (r ,z) ,  
where $ ( l ) ( r )  i s  the stream function assiwed far  upstream of the 
blade row, it is noted that  
Then the more nearly exact version of equation (20) which holds within 
the blade row may be written in the form 
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where 
Outside the blade row, $ sa t i s f i es  the equation 
where ahead of the blade row, r q l ( r )  = 0, and downstream of the blade 
row, the tangential vor t ic i ty  retains a constant value along circular 
cylinders equal t o  that  a t  which it l e f t  the blade row. That is, fo r  
z 2 4 2 ,  
q 1  ( r )  = h(r,c/2) - 
z=c/2 
where z = c/2 is the z-coordhate a t  which the blade row terminates. 
Both inside and outside the blade row the boundary conditions are 
nz Because of the function - ( r )  i n  the first term of the l e f t  side % 
of equation (77)) which depends upon the particular blade shape assigned 
fo r  each problem, the equation is mathematically di f f icul t  t o  solve 
except under quite res t r ic t ive  assumptions on the blade shape. Further- 
more, even if  quite general solutions t o  t h i s  equation could be obtained, 
there s t i l l  remains the problem of matching that  solution with those. 
holding outside the blade row; each solution would hsve a different se t  
of characteristic functions fo r  the radial  direction. Hence it i s  
appropriate t o  seek an approximate solution. 
It is possible t o  s p l i t  the function ( r z )  into two parts as 
before, the f i r s t  being the simple radial equilibrium solution and the 
second representing the deviation from th i s  solution caused by the 
f i n i t e  radial acceleration. The equation sat isf ied by the simple radial 
equilibrium solution is obtained from equation (77) by deleting the 
- 
a2q term - and t r e a t b g  z as a parameter. Then, if V(2)(r ,z)  i s  
az2 
th i s  solution, it follows by rearrangement of the terms that  
with the boundary conditions 
The above solution holds within the blade row; $(2)(r ,z)  vanishes 
upstream of the blade row and downstream of the blade r o w  retains the 
value it had a t  the t ra i l ing  edge of the blade row. <The function 
(2) JI ( r ,z)  therefore yields a solution a t  z = a, but,,- in contrast with 
the situation in the  previous treatment, this is not the correct value 
of the stream function there because the correct flow, and hence tan- 
gential vorticity, a t  the blade t ra i l ing  edge is not known. Therefore 
a function q ( 3 )  which would complete the solution of equation (77) 
w i l l  not, in general, vanish a t  z = m. Consequently the solution 
is  only an approximation, although a quite reasonable one If the  aspect 
r a t i o  is  not too large. Approximations of be t te r  accuracy may be 
obtained by employing an i t e ra t ion  process consisting of the  sequence 
of problems 
-7 
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(1) The accuracy of the solution = $ + + )n(3) w i l l  probably 
be increased by continued iteration. The work involved in carrying 
out such an i terat ion is considerable when done analytically but 
should not be excessive when a punched-card machine i s  used. However, 
the problem meriting more computation than is involved in the solution 
$ , $(') + $2(2) + )2(3) is  a most exceptional one. Usually the 
simpler analysis described in the next section will be adequate. 
The process described for  the solution of the linearized problem 
i n  turbomachine theory consists of superposing the mean axial velocity, 
the additional velocities due t o  the presence of the blade rows which 
would exist if the radial  acceleration were neglected, and f inal ly  the 
correction of t h i s  simple equilibrium solution for  the effect of radial  
acceleration. The first two parts are extremely easy t o  solve, the 
second requiring only a simple quadrature. The diff icult ies,  when 
they are appreciable, ar ise in connection with the third part and in 
particular with the evaluation of an integral 
3 r , z  = r , ;  a ,  , + 
as 
where the function ~ ( r ,  z; a, p )  i s  given by equation (47). As shown 
in figure 6, the function ~ ( r , z ;  a , p )  has a discontinuity along the 
l ine  z = p which i s  of considerable physical interest,  
Suppose, fo r  the moment, that  the blade row i n  question is the 
only one in the f i e ld  and is replaced by a discontinuity or "actuator 
disk" which provides the same change in angular momentum as did the 
entire blade row it replaced. Then equation (85) is reduced t o  the 
single integral 
The complete solution fo r  the stream function i s  continuous a t  the 
actuator. The solution t(2) (r ,z)  , however, is  discontinuous across 
the actuator disk and consequently the discontinuity in V(3)(r,z) i s  
of proper magnitude and sign t o  make the sum continuous. Therefore 
Fur themre  the function ~ ( r , z ;  a,p) is  antisymmetric in z - p so 
tha t  it also follows tKat 
tha t  is, the discontinuity in $(3)(r,z) i s  equal t o  the change in 
stream function between stations far downstream and upstream, respec- 
tively, and is  antisymmetric. Row, by writing the function ~ ( r , z ;  a,p) 
in detai l ,  
it f o l l m s  from the  reasoning above that 
inasmuch as a l l  exponential functions become unity. The stream functions 
2 )  ( r )  and $(2) (r, -) are ham from the  previous calculations and 
consequently equation (89) expresses the  sum of the  in f in i t e  ser ies  of 
integrals  in a very s h p l e  form which it is convenient t o  use in the  
following approximation. In the  actual  solution, the  various Bessel 
components of this ser ies  vary as m e r e n t  exponential functions of 
z and e 'En l Z '  , where En increases approximately in proportion t o  n 
and the  ser ies  i s  rapidly convergent f o r  z # 0. For the  approximation, 
it w i l l  be assumed that a suf f ic ient ly  accurate resul t  may. be achieved 
by determining a parameter Xt such tha t  all Bessel components vary 
with the  fac tor  e lzl; that IB, 
If an appropriate value of h' may be found, then, from equations (89) 
and (901, 
It remains .only t o  provide a consistent manner of finding the appro- 
priate value of the exponent A'.  It w i l l  be convenient t o  write the 
exponent X 1 z  - p in the form 
where c i s  the projected blade chord and the synibol R i s  used t o  
denote the projected aspect ra t io  of the blade. Now if the tangential 
vor t ic i ty  computed from t h i s  approximate stream function were constant 
along concentric cylinders, it would be a true solution t o  the linearized 
problem. This property suggests that  a possible method for  determining 
X i s  t o  choose such a value of X that  the mean square variation of 
the tangential vort ici ty is a mjTI-lrmrm along a streamline. If the vor- 
t i c i t y  computed from the stream function of equation (91) i s  denoted 
- 9 (r, z) , the integral of the square deviation of - - a ? may be written 
r 
where, because of the antisymmetry, the integral need be extended only 
over the volume damstream of the discontinuity. Because the exponential 
approximation is inherently poor in the neighborhood of the discontinuity 
and improves a t  great distances from the actuator disk, the errors have 
been weighted so as t o  take more account of those f a r  away from the blade 
row and less  account of those ve'ry near the.actuator disk. Downstream 
of the discontinuity the variable part of the approximate stream func- 
t ion is 
48 
where 
Now by calculating the tangential vorticity, evaluating the integral ( 9 3 ) ,  
and equating i ts  h variation t o  zero it follows that  
When, for  example, the angular momentum change across the actuator disk 
i s  prescribed t o  be of the form rv - r2, the values of h may easily 
be written down explici t ly 
The resulting values of h are shown in figure 12 for  various rat ios 
of hub diameter t o  tip diameter.l It is  t o  be noted in particular that  
f o r  this distribution of angular momentum, the values of h are very 
nearly equal t o  n. Thus the f i r s t  characteristic number €1 i s  of 
dominating importance in determining the ra te  of formation of the 
velocity profile. The terms having large values of 6, decay very 
rapidly and soon disappear in the numerical result.  
h e  value of X fo r  r4r1 = 513 w a s  given incorrectly in refer- 
ence 18. This error w a s  pointed out by Dr. R. H. Sabersky. 
When using the exponential approximation, it is often convenient 
t o  use the axial velocities direct ly inasmuch as they are the data of 
principal interest.  Hence, according t o  equation ( g l ) ,  
w r ,  = s g n ( ~  - ( w 2 r  - ~ ( ~ ) ( r , - - )  (@I I(z-P/c) I 
2 (97) 
where w 2 ( r , - )  and d2)(r ,m)  are the axial velocity distributions 
given f a r  upstream and downstream, respectively, by the slmple radia l  
equilibrium theory. 
The example worked out in de ta i l  may  be solved approximately by 
the method just described. From the results  of equation (66) it 
follows by differentiation that 
Then if the blade i s  replaced by a discontinuity a t  p = 0 the resulting 
exponential approximation i s  
The velocity w(3) (r, z) represents, in t h i s  case, the deviation of the 
true axial velocity from the equilibrium solution corresponding t o  the 
tangential velocity discontinuity a t  z = 0. 
The simplicity of the exponential approximation allows a solution 
fo r  the axial velocity distribution in a multistage turbomachine. Con- 
sider the flaw in a turbomachine conta3nFng IV blade rows (f ig.  13) 
the f i r s t  of which has i ts center of loading a t  z = pl, the second 
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a t  z = 82, and the kth a t  z = pk. Also l e t  the angular momentum 
upstream of the f i r s t  blade row be rvl,  that  between the. f i r s t  and 
second be 3x2, and that  between the kth and the (k + 1 ) t h  be rvk+l. 
Assuming the axial velocity f a r  upstream t o  be uniform and of magni- 
tude wo, the stream function $(l)(r) and the functions $J2)(r) 
m a y  be obtained from equations (35) and (50)) respectively. O r ,  con- 
sidering the axial velocity distribution directly, the simple- 
equilibrium axial velocity distribution sa t is f ies  the first-order 
differential  equation 
where wo = wl. Thus the simple radia l  equilibrium solution for  the 
region between the (k - 1) th  and the kth blade rows is 
that  is, the sum of the increments of axial velocity caused by each of 
the blade rms occurring before the section under consideration. The 
axial velocity distribution of equation (101) is  very nearly that  which 
would hold if the blade rms w e r e  very widely spaced. When the blades 
are spaced more closely, as they are in any practical instance, none 
of these changes indicated in equation (101) i s  quite complete and 
similarly the changes which are about t o  occur farther damstream begin 
t o  make themselves f e l t .  These influences are accounted fo r  by the 
th i rd  component of the stream f'unction d3) ( r ,  z) or i ts  equivalent 
i n  terms of the axial velocity variation. The increment associated 
with the kth blade row follows from equation (97) and becomes 
where hk7 Rk, and ck are the ~ a l ~ e s  of these parameters appropriate 
t o  the  k th  blade row. Therefore, the  velocity a t  z dif'fers from wk 
by an amount equal t o  the  sum of the  variations caused by each of the  
blade rows, 
T h i s  resul t  simplifies when a l l  blade rows have the  same chord, length, 
and spacing, and when a mean value of h i s  employed. If d is the 
blade spacing and the  first blade row is assumed t o  be located a t  the  
origin, then f3k = (k - 1) d and 
For example, consider an axia l  turbomachine having uniform axia l  velocity 
wo and zero tangential  veloci ty far upstream and consisting of blade 
rows imparting the  following changes of angular momentum: 
(1) Stationary entrance guide vanes which impart a tangential  
veloci ty corresponding t o  "solid body" rotation: V2 ' v1 - r 
- al q 
Wo 
(2)  Rotating blade row with angular velocity w which adds uniform 
energy w e r  the  cross section and hence imparts a tangential  velocity 
change corresponding t o  a potent ial  vortex: v j  - v2 = r2 
wo * T  
(3)  Alternate stationary blade rows and rotat ing blade rows of 
angular velocity w which impart, respectively, changes of tangential  
veloci ty equal t o  '2 -2a2 - and 2a2 
r 
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The corresponding changes of axial velocity follow from equation (100) 
The axial  velocity distribution is then easi ly computed from equa- 
t ion (104). It is  particularly interesting t o  observe the nature of 
the flow through the f i r s t  few stages of the turbomachine. This is 
done most easi ly by studying the shape of the stream surface which l i e s  
a t  the middle of the m u l u s  f a r  upstream of the f i r s t  blade row. To 
determine this shape the radial  velocity distribution is required, 
which, according t o  the continuity equation (2) and equations (104) 
and ( 105) , is  
where the functions &(r) are, in general, 
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and in the present example have the specific values 
rl Ad For thevalues - =  0.6, R = 2 . 0 ,  - =  4.0, al = 0.8, and 9 = 0.1, 
r2 C 
this stream surface is shown in figure 14 for  the portion of the .flow 
near the f i r s t  few blade rows. From th i s  result  it is seen that  the 
periodic flow i s  established very quickly, essentially by the time the 
fourth blade row is reached. The transient s ta te  resulting from the 
in le t  vanes and the f i r s t  rotor i s  of very short duration, partly 
because the distortion caused by the rotor is of the same sense as that  
caused by the in le t  vanes and assists  in completing rapidly the dis- 
tort ion due t o  the guide vanes. This is an example of "negative 
interference" between adjacent blade rows. Farther downstream, however, 
where the periodic flow is being established the interference of adja- 
cent blade rows is positive, with the result  that  the distortion which 
would be caused by one of the blade rows existing alone is never 
realized. Actually without t h i s  interference the distortion caused by 
each of the blade rows f a r  downstream would be nearly as weat  as that  
due t o  the in le t  vanes. 
A quantitative estimate of t h i s  interference may be achieved by 
considering the flow through a stage f a r  from the in le t  so that it is 
effectively both preceded and followed by an lnfini te  nuniber of identical 
s tages .  A problem similar to, but more general than, t h i s  has been 
treated in great de ta i l  by Wu and Wolfenstein (reference 27). By trans- 
lat ing the origin of coordinates t o  the plane of the kth blade row 
according t o  z = (k  - 1)  d + z l ,  equation (104) becomes 
I f - t h e  stage is so deeply Wedded that  the effect of the first two 
blade rows is suppressed, then, according t o  equation (105), 
Furthermore from equation (101) the velocity distribution wk i s  
periodic of period 2k and may be expressed in the form 
where v/wo is  the mean velocity distribution about which the flow 
fluctuates. Then if in equation (109) the index of the f i r s t  summation 
is transformed t o  j = k - 1 - n and that  of the second summation t o  
j = n - k, equation (109) may be written 
Now for  the deeply imbedded stage k - 2 j w and IV - k +w; the 
occurrence of (-l)kl preceding the whole expression implies merely 
a difference of sign for  even or odd blade rows, that is, for  rotors 
or stators,  Then each of the summations is  a geometric series which 
gives the result  
- 
W - W -  
-- (-1) - - 
Wo cosh A d 
which is valid in the range -d S z' 5 0, that is, between the ( k  - 1 ) t h  
and kth blade rows, &om th i s  result  it is clear that  the distortion 
from the man distribution ?? vanishes a t  the plane of each blade row 
and reaches a maximum midway between the two blade rows; that  is, 
z t  = - I d. If the blade rows were separated by a great distance, the 
2 
variation of the axial velocity profi le  from the mean would be 1 
wo 
a t  t h i s  point. However, because of the mutual interference t h i s  dis- 
tort ion is reduced by a factor 
For the value of X = rr, the distortion factor is shown in figuke 15 in 
- 
terms of the blade-spacing ra t io  S = r2 - . When the turbomachine d 
blades have a very low blade-spacing ratio, that  is, of the order unity, 
practically the f u l l  change of velocity profi le  takes place and fo r  
S = 2.0 the variation is s t i l l  significant, On the other hand for  
blade-spacing ra t ios  of 3.0 or over, the distortion factor has decreased 
t o  such a l a w  value that  the periodic changes of the axial velocity 
profi le  are negligible. 
One great advantage of the exponential approximation is the ease 
with which it may be employed in the treatment of the direct problem. 
In the direct problem, the f l o ~ ~  is t o  be calculated where the blade 
shape is given, using as a boundary condition the fac t  that  the flow 
relat ive t o  the blade must be tangential t o  the blade surface, This 
condition is di f f icul t  t o  satisfy, even when the exponential approxi- 
mation is employed, and requires the solution of an integral equation 
or  a related i terat ion procedure. However, in view of the determining 
nature of the condition a t  the blade t ra i l ing  edge, an adequate approxi- 
mation w i l l  be obtained by relaxing the condition that  the flow be 
tangential t o  the given surface a t  all points, but satisfying the con- 
di t ion of tangency only a t  the trailing edge of the blade row. Con- 
sequently it i s  necessary t o  prescribe only the flow conditions upstream 
of a blade row, i t s  trailing-edge-angle distribution, and i ts  angular 
velocity. 
If i s  the angle made by the trailing edge with a plane normal 
t o  the axis, then, according t o  the approximation of equation (71), 
VT - 'Un: 
tan @ = 
WT 
where the subscript T denotes conditions a t  the t ra i l ing  edge of the 
blade row. If the smal l  difference between the tangential velocity 
a t  the t ra i l ing  edge and that  f a r  downstream is neglected, then 
VT M v2. Furthermore, if the distance f r o m  the center of blade loading 
t o  the t ra i l ing  edge is 2, the relation between the axial velocity a t  
the trailing edge and that  f a r  downstream m a y  be calculated from the 
exponent ial approxbation 
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According t o  the information obtained in studying the more accurate 
linearized solution, the equation govern- the process shal l  be taken 
88 
where the influence of axial velocity variation i s  explicit  in the 
denominator, instead of the corresponding equation (100) (k = 1) 
which suffices f o r  the inverse problem. The problem then, using the 
relations ( ~ 3 )  and (714)) i s  t o  reduce equation (715) t o  one which 
expresses the downstream axial velocity w2 in term6 of the blade 
speed, blade discharge angle, and the known inle t  condition. The 
v2 - olr 
term can be written with good approximation 
W2 
= tan fl w~ 
+ (w2 - wl) 
W2 - 
z tan  $4 2(1 wl - wlw9 
Then, using equation (ilk), 
58 
Similarly the term 
may be approximated by writing 
Consequently the term V2 - ~ ( 2 )  of equation (115) becomes 
w2 r dr wo 
which can be simplified by neglecting second-order terms in W2 - Wl 
wo 
and i ts derivatives 
-XZ 
Inasmuch as both eF and W2 - w1 are usually small compared with 
W n  -
unity, the second parenthesis of the l a s t  term is ,  with sufficient 
accuracy, 
The principal relation, equation (115), may thm be written in good 
approximat ion 
T h i s  l inear first-order differential  equation can be solved quite gen- 
era l ly  when blade discharge angles, blade angular velocities, and 
upstream conditions are given. The single boundary condition required 
i s  the continuity relation which may be written as 
For exaruple, if the flow far upstream is uniform and has no tangential 
r 
component, and the blade discharge angles are given by tan $ = 7 - 
r2' 
where 7 i s  a constant, the differential  equation (equation ( ~ 8 )  )-may 
be rewritten in the dimensionless form 
T h i s  equation integrates direct ly t o  give 
where C is  a constant of integration. By applying the continuity con- 
di t ion (equation ( l l 9 ) )  it f o l l m s  that  
so tha t  the constant of integration is  
The logarithmic term in t h i s  expression may be written approximately 
62 
when 
is  small compared with unity. Then the  constant of integration i s  given 
quite accurately by the  very s*ple expression 
which i s  renarkable f o r  the  f a c t  t h a t  it depends only upon the r a t i o  of 
inner t o  outer blade rad i i .  The downstream veloci ty  dis t r ibut ion is  
consequently 
It i s  t o  be and i s  shown in f igure 16 f o r  a range of values of Ti F. 
noted t h a t  f o r  low values of fi the  distortion of axial velocity 
R 
is  notably reduced w e r  t h a t  f o r  large values of & The value of 
R 
2/c 
- m a y  be changed through modification of e i ther  the  blade aspect 
R 
r a t i o  R or  the  blade spacing Z/c > 1. With this resu l t ,  it is  pos- 
s i b l e  t o  compute the  performance of the  turbomachine, for ,  according 
t o  equation ( I l k ) ,  t he  ax ia l  veloci ty  at the t r a i l i n g  edge i s  
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Consequently, f o r  the 
cur 
- -
- + 7  
Wo 
prescribed trailing-edge angles and equation 
The dis tr ibut ion of t o t a l  head coefficient may then be written 
where the  quantity wo/m2 is  usually known as the  flow coefficient. 
Clearly the  value and sign of wo/m2 governs whether the  loca l  opera- 
t i o n  ( f o r  a given value of r/r2) corresponds t o  a turbine o r  a com- 
pressor; tha t  is, whether the  head coefficient is  negative or  positive. 
Of part icular  in teres t  t o  the  present investigation is the  variat ion in 
the dis tr ibut ion of head coefficient caused by the  three-dimensional 
flow process. This e f fec t  i s  found by comparing the  head-coefficient 
dis tr ibut ion found in t h i s  way with tha t  obtained under the  equilibrium 
theory; that is, when 2 4 CO. This difference can be written as 
The rad ia l  dis tr ibut ion of this variat ion i s  shown i n  figure 17 fo r  an 
appropriate range of values of XZ/RC. The difference decreases, of 
course, as  Z/RC + 03 because then the simple equilibrium solution is  
approached. Also of in teres t  is  the  fac t  tha t  as Z/RC ---f co the  
r ad ia l  variat ion of the  enthalpy dis tr ibut ion decreases. These resul t s  
are peculiar t o  the  dis tr ibut ion of trailing-edge angle which was chosen 
for  the  problem. 
The exponential approximation may also be employed t o  discuss the 
operation of turbomachines a t  flow coefficients other than those f o r  
which it w a s  designed; this is usually referred t o  as "off-designn 
operation. For t h i s  problem it i s  assumed tha t  the  detailed flow i s  
known f o r  the  design operation and t he  variation of the  flow from t h i s  
known distr ibut ion is calculated f o r  small changes of the flow 
coefficient . > 
Let 6 ( r )  indicate the  dif'ference between a solution of equa- 
t i o n  (118) f o r  the  off-design operation and one f o r  the  design condi- 
tion; tha t  is, 
where t h e  starred quantit ies are those corresponding t o  the  design con- 
ditions. Then, according t o  equation (118), 
where 
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This equation may be integrated in any part icular  case when the com- 
p le te  upstream conditions and flow coefficients are  given f o r  both the  
design and off-design conditions. The boundary condition i s  simply 
When the  term on the  r ight  s ide of equation (126) vanishes, t he  solution 
becomes 6 ( r )  = 0 which i s  logica l  inasmuch as the  terms on the  r ight  
side represent deviations from the  design condition. Furthermore the  
wl* 
term p )  - & r r - ) a n  ] represents the  influence 
of the  var iat ion and nonuniformity of the  i n i t i a l  flow f a r  upstream of 
the blade row. When the upstream veloci ty  d is t r ibut ion  is  unchanged 
and the  tangent ial  veloci ty  vanishes, t h i s  term i t s e l f  vanishes. On 
the other hand the  remaining term is  
which represents the e f fec t  of the  var iat ion of loca l  flow coefficient.  
This term exhibits c lear ly  the  poss ib i l i t y  of similar operating condi- 
tions; any change i n  mean ax ia l  veloci ty  (flow quantity) and blade 
angular veloci ty  which leaves t h e i r  r a t i o  unchanged produces no varia- 
t i o n  in  the d is t r ibut ion  of ax ia l  velocity. As before, the t r a i l i ng -  
edge angle is  known; the  tangent ial  veloci ty  (and therefore the total-  
head coefficient) leaving the  blade row under the  new operating condi- 
t ions may be found d i rec t ly  once the new dis t r ibut ion  of ax ia l  veloci ty  
i s  h o r n .  
To i l l u s t r a t e  t h i s  analysis it i s  convenient t o  employ the  same 
example used in the  d i rec t  problem. Consider a s ingle  moving blade row 
r 
with trailing-edge angles such tha t  t an  jd = y - with design axia l  
r2 
and blade angular ve loc i t ies  wo* and a*, respectively. Let the  
tangential  velocity vanish f a r  upstream of the  blade row and the  ax ia l  
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veloci ty  be uniform at the  same point. Then p ( r )  z 0 and equa- 
t i o n  ( 126) becomes 
Integrating as before, the solution f o r  6 ( r )  i s  simply 
1 
Clearly the  d is tor t ion  of the  ax ia l  veloci ty  prof i le  caused by off-design 
operation decreases as A ~ / R C  increases, fo r  example, a s  the aspect r a t i o  
increases and other geometry remains fixed. The change of ax ia l  velocity 
d is t r ibut ion  f o r  a uni t  change of m2/wo is shown f o r  the  above example 
i n  f igure 18 using values of y2 = 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0. It i s  
seen that ,  f o r  the  blade shape used, the flow dis tor t ion  may be consider- 
ably l e s s  when, f o r  example, the  blade aspect r a t i o  is  low than when it 
i s  high, the value of 2/c remaining fixed. 
UXEAIUZED PROBLEM FOR CONICAL TURBOMACEttNE 
The flow through an axia l  turbomachine i s  not the only physical 
s i tua t ion  which may be t rea ted  through l inearizat ion of the  r ight  s ide 
of equation (20). This may be done, in principle, f o r  any axial ly  
symmetric problem where the  general behavior of the stream surface may 
be given i n  advance. When, f o r  example, the w a l l s  of the t.urbomachine 
consist  of two coaxial cones with a common vertex ( f ig .  l g ) ,  equa- 
t i on  (20) describes the  s i tua t ion  adequately and the  problem may be 
l inearized by assuming, on the r ight  s ide of equation (20), t h a t  the  
stream surface consists of conical surfaces. 
To discuss the flow in de ta i l ,  it is convenient t o  transform equa- 
t ion  (20) into spherical polar coordinates R, 8, and 0 (see f ig .  19) 
with corresponding veloci ty  components U, v, and W and vor t i c i ty  
components q, and Z. The components 8, v, and q are given 
the same symbols as f o r  the cyl indrical  problem since they are, in 
fact ,  the same quantities. The coordinate transformation is  simply 
r = R s i n  0 = R\I- 1 
where = cos @. Then equation (17) becomes 
Here the stream function has the properties U = - md 
R sin @ Ra$d 
W =  -1 ~ The r ight  s ide of t h i s  equation i s  l inearized by con- 
R s i n  Q, aR' 
sidering uo(R), the basic flow corresponding t o  a source or  sink a t  
the or igin R = 0, t o  be only s l igh t ly  perturbed by the action of the  
blade row. Then on the r ight  side of equation (132)~ choose 
&$ z U ~ ( R ) R  s i n  0 dQ, = -u,(R)R dp 
and consequently the  l inearized expression becomes 
If the r ad ia l  velocity u,(R) has a value of u,(R) at a reference 
radius %, it follows that ,  at any other radius, 
The boundary conditions t o  be sa t i s f i ed  by the stream function are 
those of vanishing tangential  derivative at the inner and outer cone 
angles, say, p1 and p2, vanishing disturbances in the  p-direction 
both for  upstream and downstream, and certain conditions a t  the  blade 
depending upon whether the  blade shape, blade loading, or  angular 
momentum distr ibut ion is prescribed. These conditions may be given 
analytically as they were for  the  axial  turbomachine: A t  the  inner 
and outer boundaries, 
As R + 0 and R -4 the  flow becomes conical, therefore 
The values of % and vo are  assumed t o  be known a t  some s t a t ion  
upstream of the blade row, and the  angular veloci ty  of the  blade is  
given. Concerning the  conditions prescribed a t  the  blade row, only 
the case where the  angular momentum i s  prescribed w i l l  be treated. The 
extension t o  the other cases may be effected in a manner analogous t o  
t h a t  used f o r  the  ax ia l  turbomachine. 
The mathematical problem t o  be considered is  therefore the p a r t i a l  
d i f f e ren t i a l  equation 
where 
r 
The functions v(R,p), ~ ~ ( p ) ,  and vO(p) are given. It i s  con- 
venient t o  choose the stream function $ t o  be the sum of two par t ia l  
stream functions 
where $('I corresponds t o  the flow which would exist fo r  the same 
i n i t i a l  and boundary conditions, but with the blade removed. The func- 
t ion  I $ ( ~ )  is then the perturbation stream function corresponding t o  
the effect of the blade row on the U and W velocity components. 
a( 1) 
Clearly -= 0 so that  $ 
?IR 
is found by a simple quadrature, 
for, a c c o ~  t o  relations (137)~ 
which with the conditions 
determines I$~)(R,W) completely. Then the stream function If (2) eatis- 
f i e s  the homogeneous problem 
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Solutions of the corresponding homogeneous equation may be written in 
ni+l  
the forms R H n i ( ~ )  and where H n l ( ~ )  are linear 
cnmbinations of associated I,egendre functions (reference 28) of order 1, 
degree ni, and both f i r s t  and second kinds. 
This clearly vanishes identically when p = pl- The characteristic 
functions of the problem are thus determined by finding those values of 
the degree n i  such that  
The resulting inf in i te  s e t  of values n i  are the characteristic numbers 
which range between -W and W. However, it is possible t o  res t r i c t  
the necessary values of n i  tbrough noting (reference 29) that  
s i n  (ni + l )n  n cos nix 
Q ~ ~ - ~ ( ~ )  = sin (ni - 1111 $ ( l ) ( ~ )  + pni(ll ( P)  
and therefore the  value of H-ni-l(p) is  simply 
s i n  (ni + l ) n  
H - ~ ~ - ~ ( P )  = Eni( P) 
s ( n  - l ) n  
Consequently it i s  not necessary t o  consider values of n i  f o r  which 
n < -1. The corresponding s e t  of character is t ic  functions Eni(P) 
is  complete and possesses orthogonality properties common t o  functions 
sat isfying a Sturm-Liouville problem. 
A solution t o  the inhomogeneous p&ial  d i f f e ren t i a l  equation 
n i + l  (equation 140) from solutions R and B n k i ( ~ )  of the 
homogeneous equation follows: If 1(a,c ) i s  impulse function with 
properties 
the  contribution t o  the  solution of the  function f(R,p) in the  range 
a - f < R < a + f  m a y b e f o u n d t o b e  
2 2 
where the  choice of the  solutions i s  determined by the  boundary condi- 
t ions a t  R = 0 and R = co. The numbers V a re  norms of the  
n i  
Eni(p) functions 
The complete solution t o  the problem i s  simply the  sum of the  solutions 
of the  type (143) f o r  each element of the  range where f(R,G) # 0. Con- 
sequently if  the  function I,(R,p; a , ~ )  i s  defined 
The complete solutlon is  
so long as the function f ( a , ~ )  i s  integrable. 
Although t h i s  procedure is  formally quite simple f o r  any d i s t r i -  
bution of angular momentum (or  f o r  any other manner of prescribing 
information a t  the blade row) the de ta i l s  of the  calculations involving 
the Legendre functions are  somewhat cumbersome. The d i f f i c u l t i e s  l i e  
pr incipal ly  i n  the  lack of extensive tabulations. Therefore it is 
appropriate, and usually suf f ic ien t ly  accurate, t o  use an asymptotic 
expression f o r  the functions ~ ( p ) .  This representation i s  
where i s  the semivertex angle of the root cone. Consequentlythe 
values of n i  are determined so that  H ~ ~ ( ~ ~ )  vanishes, or if a2 
is  the semivertex angle of the t i p  cone 
sin (ni + $)(a2 - a1) = CI 
or  clearly 
Therefore, except fo r  impractical included angles Q2 - @l,lonly posi- 
t ive  values of n i  will enter into the problem. The norms of the 
Functions are easi ly calculated 
= 2 ni2 sin2 n i  + 
"ni 
( i)e - Q ~ )  a(c0s Q )  
1 (sin a s in  a1)2 
Then, i n  the asymptotic representation, the Green1 s function becomes 
- 
where - 4 i s  the variable of integration corresponding t o  0; that  is, 
cos fi B. By means of these results,  the perturbation stream function 
q ( 2 ) ( ~ , p )  may be evaluated direct ly from equation (146). The inte- 
grations offer no essential difficulty. 
EXAMl'm FOR CONICAL TITRBOMACEUNE 
As an example of the analysis of the conical turbomachine problem, 
consider the flow through such a configuration having a root semivertex 
angle of 01 = sc/6 and a t i p  semivertex angle of 42 = n/4. Agsume a 
single blade row containing an infini te  number of blades of chord c 
and angular velocity cu, and located with i t s  center a t  R = I+,. The 
blade aspect ra t io  %(a2 - a1))/c i s  equal t o  2.0. Let Uo(%) be 
the mean through-flow velocity on the spherical surface R = Ro and 
assume that  the flow i s  uniform and undisturbed a t  R --+ co. 
The stream function $ corresponding t o  the mean flow i s  simply 
The stream function ~ r ( ~ ) ( R , p )  sa t is f ies  equation (140) and t o  solve 
t h i s  it is necessary t o  prescribe conditions a t  the blade row so that  
the function f ( ~ , p )  m a y  be evaluated. For the present example the 
distribution of the angular momentum will be prescribed and fo r  con- 
venience w i l l  be given as a distributipn similar t o  that used for  the 
examples of the axial turbomachine calculation, The angular momentum is 
VR s in  a = o R = > % + $  1 
VR sin 4 = 3 ku0c sin24 4 % - ' , R > O  5 J 
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It w i l l  be asswmed further that the blade leading edge i s  proportioned 
so tha t  Fa = 0. The angular momentum i s  prescribed so that it i s  con- 
tinuous and i t s  de r imt ive  a (vR s i n  a), proportional t o  the tangential  3E 
force exerted by the blade row,  is  continuous and vanishes a t  the t r a i l i n g  
C 
edge R = % - - 
2 
With these values of the angular momentum and the  
defini t ion of f(R,p), it i s  eas i ly  shown t h a t  
where the  function g(R) i s  
Therefore, inser t ing the  r e su l t  of equations (153) and (150) into the 
general solution, equation (146), it follows t h a t  
R 
where the appropriate pairs  of exponents fo r  - a 
% % are  employed. 
For prac t ica l  calculation, it is important t o  note tha t  the  integral  
must be evaluated as 
and the appropriate factors (:lnj and (:p+l, respectively, 
associated with each portion of the i n t e g a l .  This integral  is  there- 
fore  a function of R, and some care must be exercised in different iat ing 
the  stream function with respect t o  R before the integration i s  carried 
out. 
For evaluation of the present example, the  asymptotic values of 
the functions ~ ~ ( p )  and the  corresponding characteristic values w i l l  
be used as an adequate approximation. Then according t o  equations (147) 
and (148), the perturbation stream function $ ( 2 ) ( ~ , p )  m a y  be written 
approximately as 
For actual calculation the perturbation through-flow velocity, d2) = I ad2) - is of 
R sin @ R a@ in te re s t  and may be evaluated directly as 
where 
3I2p 0 p dg 
and 
t an  Y j  = 2j" t a n  Q1 
02 - 0 1  
The d is t r ibut ion  of the  perturbation through-flow veloci ty  can now be 
calculated f o r  the g(R) given by equations (154) by a straightforward 
combination of analyt ical  and numerical methods. 
Some features may be noted, however, without carrying out the 
actual  calculations. The variat ions of the through-flow veloci ty  i s  
governed, except very close t o  the  blade row, by the  lowest power of 
R/% occurring i n  the expansion given by equation ( 158), t h a t  is, 
(R/%) nl-l. The rapid decay of the  through-flow veloci ty  perturbation 
follows d i r ec t ly  from the f ac t  t ha t  the included cone angle O2 - a1 
is only d l 2  and consequently the asymptotic values of the  n j  are  
Therefore, downstream of the  blade row the  perturbations decay 12 j  - - 2 
a t  l e a s t  as f a s t  as ( R / % ) ~ ~ * ~ .  This large value of the  first charac- 
t e r i s t i c  number n l  also determines the  disappearance of the veloci ty  
perturbation downstream of the  blade row. For since the  mean through- 
flow veloci ty  increases aa (R/R,-,)-~, the  r a t i o  of the  perturbation 
through-flow veloci ty  then behaves as m- (R/%)12*5 downstream 
u(') (R) 
of the blade row. 
SUMMARY OF mms 
The flow of an incompressible Fnviscid f l u i d  through a turbomachine 
with blade rows consisting of an in f in i t e  number of similar i n f i n i t e l y  
t h i n  blades has been investigated theoret ical ly  in order t o  examine and 
describe the three-dimensional flow phenomena and t o  i l l u s t r a t e  the  
methods of calculation developed. The following re su l t s  have been 
obtained from the general analysis and from examples when the  inner and 
outer boundaries of the turbomachine and the  flow conditions far upstream 
of the  blade row are prescribed, 
(1) The veloci ty  components in a plane through the  axis of sym- 
metry are  determined, through a nonlinear d i f f e ren t i a l  equation, by the 
angular momentum of the f lu id  about the +is and the blade force a t  the 
leading edge normal t o  the stream surfaces. 
(2) The d i f f e ren t i a l  equation f o r  the  velocity components may be 
linearized with good accuracy by assming an approximate shape f o r  the ' 
stream surfaces in the  nonlinear terms. 
(3) The problem f o r  the  axial turbomachine may be linearized, when 
the  d is tor t ion  of the  through-flow velocity is  small, by assming the 
stream surfaces t o  be concentric cylinders. The f i rs t -order  l inearized 
flow through the  axial.turbomachine m a y  be solved when any one of the 
following combinations of conditions a t  the  blades is  prescribed. 
(a) The blade loading, t h a t  is, the tangential  force component 
and the r ad ia l  force a t  the leading edge 
(b) The dis tr ibut ion of angular momentum and rad ia l  blade force 
a t  the  leading edge 
(c) The dis tr ibut ion of t o t a l  head and radia l  blade force a t  the 
leading edge 
(d) The dis tr ibut ion of blade shape 
(4) For any specific problem of axia l  turbomachines, the  l inearized 
three-dimensional flow can be calculated e i ther  analytically o r  by a 
simple punched-card method. 
( 5 )  Calculations of single rotat ing blade rows with aspect r a t ios  
of 2 and 2/3 and with a specif ic  dis tr ibut ion of angular momentum indi- 
cated tha t  f o r  blades of aspect r a t i o  i n  excess of 2.0, a three- 
dimensional flow takes place both upstream of the leading edge and down- 
stream of the  t r a i l i n g  edge suf f ic ient ly  t o  have noticeable influence 
on the  blade angles. For blades of aspect r a t i o  l e s s  than 1.0, essen- 
t i a l l y  all of the  three-dimensional flow takes place within the  blade 
row. 
(6)  Faen the  radial variat ion of the through-flow velocity i s  large, 
the simple l inearizat ion i s  inadequate. A more accurate l ineariza-  
t i o n  allows e i the r  analytic solution o r  a numerical solution employing 
the  same punched-card calculation described i n  the f i rs t -order  solution. 
(7) An exponential approximation f o r  the axial  and radial velocity 
components w a s  developed whose simplicity allows investigation of complex 
axia l  turbomachine configurations. I ts  use i s  i l lu s t r a t ed  by solut ions.  
f o r  'the multistage turbomachine and the solution f o r  the single blade 
row with prescribed shape. 
(8) The interference between neighboring blade rows of a m u l t i -  
stage turbomachine may be neglected when the r a t i o  of blade length t o  
distance between blade-row centers is l e s s  than 1.0. However, when 
this r a t i o  exceeds 3.0, the  interference may become an fmportant 
influence on the f l o w  pattern and a signif icant  influence upon blade 
shape. 
( 9 )  The change of axial  velocity dis tr ibut ion caused by off-design 
operation was calculated f o r  a blade row which imparted essent ia l ly  
"solid body" rotat ion a t  design conditions. The re su l t s  indicated tha t  
the  d is tor t ion  of the  axia l  velocity prof i le  w a s  s ignif icant ly l e s s  f o r  
low than f o r  high blade aspect rat ios .  
(10) The linearized flow through a conical turbomachine may be 
solved completely if the original  expression is linearized by assuming 
in the nonlinear terms tha t  the approximate stream surfaces are coaxial 
cones with common vertex. 
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TABLE I 
r1 FOR HOB RATIO - 5 0.6 
r2 
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!CABLE II.- Continued 
=I VAUIES OF m C E  F [ m a O N  K(r,z; a, $) FOR HUB RATIO - = 0.6 - Continued 
r2 
(c) 5 = 1.166667 
l-1 
TABIE 11.- ContFnucd 
VAUJgS OF DXLLEECB ~ C P I O E  ~ ( r , z ;  a , ~ )  FUR HOB BAtCIO 3 - 0.6 - Continued 
r2 
(f) 4 - 1.366667 
r, 
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TABLE 11.- Continued 
VATJJFS OF IRFIXJEBCE FUBCTIOIP ~ ( r , s ;  a , ~ )  FOR HUB M O  3 - 0.6 - Continuad 
r2 
( g )  2 - 1.433333 
rl 
(h) Q = 1.500000 
rl 
TABLF 11.- Concluded 
rl VALUES OF IWDlENCE FOITCMON ~(r, z; a, p) IPOR HE3 RATIO - = 0.6 - Concluded 
'2 
Mgure 1.- Coordinate system and velocity components in axial turbomachine. 
Figure 2.- Velocities induced by various vort ici ty components i n  &ally 
symmetric flow. 
v= Constant 
Figure 3.- Stream-surface directions of tangent ia l  and normal different ia t ion.  
Figure 4.- Relationship between blade normal, blade force, and re la t ive  
velocity. 
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Figure 5.- Elelationship between angular momentum and total head along 
stream surface passing through s ta t ionary and ro ta t ing  blade row.  
Figure 6.- Schematic diagram ahowLng behavior of function ~ ( r , t j  a , ~ )  
in the meridional plane. 
Figure 7.- L M d  f o r  numerical i n t e g r a t i o n  of stream funct ion $(3)(ri,zJ). 
Figure 8.- Distribution of augular momntm through blade row of aha 
. 
turbomachine used in example calculation. 
Figure 9.- Variat ion of axial v e l o c i t y  from uniform according l a  simple 
equil ibrium theory. Curves independent of  aspect  r a t i o .  
Mgure 10.- Variat ion of a a l  ve loo i ty  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f r o m  t h a t  given by 
simple equil ibrium considerations. Aspect r a t i o  = 2.0. 
Figure 11.- Variation of ~ a l  ve oci ty  d i s t r ibu t ion  from t h a t  given by 
simple equilibrium consideratiom. Aspect r a t i o  = 2/3. 
Radius ratio,+ 2 
Figure 12.- Relation between exponent X and radius r a t i o  rl/r2 f o r  
blade row imparting constant angular velocity t o  f lu id .  
I 2 3 4 k - l  k k+ l  
Figure 13.- Schematic representation of multistage axial turbomachine. 
Figure 4.- Deflection of middle stream surface near entrance of multistage 
ax ia l  turbomachine. Vertical scale magnified. 
Distortion 
factor 
Blade spacing ratio, S 
Figure 15.- Variation of blade-row interference fac tor  with blade aspect 
r a t i o  fo r  par t icu lar  multistage turbomachine u t i l i z ing  similar stages. 
X = n. 
Figure 16.- Effect of blade aspect r a t i o  on axial velocity dis tor t ion 
do~wtream of blade row w i t h  prescribed blade discharge angle. 
Uniform axial velocity and zero tangential  velocity ugstream. 
Figure 17,- Effect of blade aspect ra t io  on head coefficient of blade 
r o w  with prescribed blade discharge angle. Uniform axial velocity 
and zero tangential velocity upstream. 
Figure 18.- Distortion of a x i a l  veloci ty  p ro f i l e  resul t ing from operating 
s ingle  blade row off-design condition. Uniform axial veloci ty  and 
tangential  veloci ty  upstream. 
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Figure 19.- Coordinate system, velocity, and vorticity component 
designations for conical turbomachine. 
